home safe home

H

ome is the place where you are most comfortable and secure. It’s your safe haven from the
world. But even at home there are dangers.
For some, there’s the threat of break-ins

and burglaries. For everyone, there’s the chance of fire or
other emergencies. Thanks to advances in technology,

today’s alarm systems are not only incredibly efficient
and accurate, but so simple a child can use them.

LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED

FULL TIME SECURITY
Your security system is like a personal 24 hour

ACCEL COMMUNICATIONS, INC. is a
locally owned and operated full service security
and installation alarm company located in Phoenix,
Arizona. We specialize in Commercial and Residential
Security Systems including local Central Station
Monitoring, Fire Protection, Card Access Systems,
Maintenance Contracts, Video Cameras, and many
other services.
Accel Communications is committed to
quality and excellence on all of our systems. A
quality well-designed and maintained alarm system
will provide a great degree of security, as well as a
key deterrent to crime.
Accel Communications would like the
opportunity to install and maintain the security system
in your home or business.

sentry. It’s always on duty, always vigilant, and always
ready to sound an alarm at the first sign of danger. When
your system is monitored, it will also alert your emergency
responders that help is needed. Whether you’re awake or
asleep, at home or away, your home is protected. Many
insurance companies offer savings on premiums when
your system is monitored.
Accel Communication Inc.’s systems are modular,
created from a variety of components, providing you
with different levels of protection.
Depending on your needs,
your system may include:
◆ Smoke and fire sensors
◆ Glass break sensors
◆ Interior/exterior motion detectors
◆ Window and door switches

Give us a call at 623.582.1420, or for more
in-depth information, you can visit our website at
www.accelcommunications.com.

Sensors are the eyes
and ears of your system.
They detect motion,
body heat, or breaking
glass, and signal the
control panel.

DESIGNED FOR YOU
Because systems are modular, you can specify

UNDERSTANDING YOUR
SECURITY SYSTEM

exactly the level of security you want. Once installed, your

A security system does not have to be complicated.

system is programmable to customize it to your lifestyle.

Let our certified professionals walk you through the

There are even pet-immune detectors that allow your dog

user-friendly operation.

to wander the house without tripping the alarms.
You can program your system to sound an alarm
inside and outside the home to alert you and the neighbors, while startling any intruders. When your system is

The KEYPAD is the link between you and
your system. It’s used to select the amount
of security desired and to check system
status via easy-to-read displays using sim-

monitored, it will notify your alarm monitoring service,

ple function keys.

which will then alert the appropriate authorities or a
private security response firm.

FEATURES YOU WILL APPRECIATE
Almost any system can provide basic protection
from burglary and fire. Our systems offer additional features, some standard and some optional, that make systems easier to use while enhancing security.
C O D E L E S S E N T R Y : Instead of entering a
The CONTROL PANEL is the brain

code on the keypad, just wave your key fob next to the
keypad to turn the system on or off.
F A L S E A L A R M R E D U C T I O N : False alarms

annoy neighbors and may result in fees from your emer-

of your system — it receives and
stores information from sensors and
keypads throughout your home and
communicates this information to the appropriate
monitoring station: police, fire, or emergency service.

gency responders. Accel Communication Inc. alarm systems include special features that reduce false alarms.
E A S Y - T O - U S E K E Y P A D S : You control

SENSORS/DEVICES are the eyes and

ears of your system. They detect motion,
body heat, or breaking glass, and signal

your system from the keypads. Ours
are not only attractive, but are also

the control panel.
◆

Sensors on doors and windows and
motion detectors alert you of intrusion

easy to see and easy to use.
◆

Smoke detectors are on 24-hour alert
to detect fire, whether you’re home,
asleep, or away

◆

Wireless accessories offer remote
control capability for your system:
on/off control and panic

THE PRICE OF SECURITY
Residential alarm systems are more affordable than ever. You may be surprised at how much
security you can afford.
And because your alarm system will be
custom-designed for your home, you can pick and
choose the components you want to provide the
level of safety and convenience you desire at a
price that matches your budget.
Invest in a home security system, and you
and your family will never be alone in an emergency.
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